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Join us for some time at the kennel 
each weekend and help to get out 
some of our fantastic kennel dogs. 
They can't wait to see you and neither 
can we!  

KENNEL BUDDIES 
If you would like some one-on-one 
time at the kennel then kennel buddies 
is for you. It’s the perfect next step for 
if you’ve completed our kennel 
orientation and safe handling classes 
and want join kennel enrichment.   

PACK HIKE, FRIDAYS AT 6:15PM 
HEDDEN PARK 
Share your love of nature with one of 
our kennel pups! Start the weekend off 
right on this fun 2 mile loop.  

PACK WALK, SATURDAYS AT 12:45PM  
HORSHOE LAKE 
Our pack walks are the key to our 
enrichment program.  Join us every 
Saturday for an afternoon outing. 

We look forward to you joining us for 
some great time at the kennel!     
Nicole and Anja 

“Taking a kennel dog on a pack walk gives them an opportunity to go from a highly 
stressed, reactive dog to a ground sniffing, butterfly chasing, grass rolling, wiggly 
ball of fur. It gives the dog a "Cinderella moment" so they can shine and just be a 
dog. By giving them that walk it allows us to just enjoy the magic of them shedding 
the burden and stress of living in a kennel and just being the way God intended.  
Aside from the magic and light I see in their eyes as they strut their stuff, it's the 
responsible and humane thing to do. They rely on us to give them these moments to 
shine, that's the very essence of what Kennel Enrichment is.” – Anja Vilano 

“Pack walks are vital to kennel enrichment and to the successful adoption of kennel 
dog.  It gets them out into the public eye, teaches them leash manners, and allows for 
integration with other animals. It is the only time where these dogs get time away in the 
"outside world" which is huge for these pups. They love getting away so much they go 
right for my car when I take them out at the kennel.” – Jay Karamanol 

“For the dogs, it shows them that we as species need each other, and shows them 
the "humane" side of us humans.  It provides another outlet for compassion, caring, 
loving, FEELING for another living creature.  And because of  these beautiful 
animals, friendships are formed, lives intertwine, movements like rescue gain steam, 
and both human and animals enrich each others lives.  It just feels good and is 
healthy for both dogs and people.” – Mike Buttomer 

“Pack walks are such a beneficial part of kennel enrichment because it is the one 
activity that helps dogs with physical, social, and mental stimulation. It’s a chance for 
dogs to have positive experiences  around other dogs and people, which they may 
never have had in the past. For a dog like Blaze, who had a rough start to life and did 
not really see people as a good thing, he's learned through pack walks that he can be 
around people and other dogs in a relaxed setting. It is rewarding to see them finally 
relaxed and able to be who they really are with the weight of the world is lifted off of 
their shoulders just for a little while.” – Nicole Fillicetti 

Kennel Club  
Pack Walks:  
Fun with Benefits 



My Pet Project by Anne Parsons 
I always wanted to volunteer but I was always too busy with work, the house, my family and all  
other aspects of life that I never did anything about it.  For me, I believe Hurricane Sandy brought  
me the courage to join Eleventh Hour Rescue.   After the dust settled from Sandy and life  
returned to ‘normal’ I started visiting Eleventh Hour’s website and in January, I signed up  
as a volunteer.  I jumped in with both feet but my passion is the kennel.  The kennel houses 
many special needs kennel kids that need the special care that will heal the hurts they are  
not able to tell us about but as volunteers, we can see and feel them.  

At my kennel orientation in February, I saw Gracie for the first time and thought to myself  
that she was a beautiful unique looking dog.  My first few pack walks I took the dogs  
recommended to me by the leads of the walks because I did not know who I could handle.   
Zeb was my first then he went into foster.   I moved on to Diesel, brindle, and then he went  
into foster.  So on one particular pack walk, I wasn’t sure who to take and the leads  
suggested Gracie.  That’s when I fell in love and from what other volunteers tell me when  
they see us together, I think it is mutual.   I mean look at that face – what’s not to love?  

                                                                    Gracie’s story should be a simple one but like many of the special needs kids at the kennel,                      
        it is not.  Born on February 8, 2012, she came to EHR with her siblings as a 3-month old 
       puppy on a transport from Atlanta, Georgia.  She went into foster and her foster mom and 
       family took amazing care of her.  She was adopted by a family with young children and she 
       loved and was loved by them.  Gracie can sit, stay and shakes paws on command.   She 
       loves treats and responds positively to treat rewards.  Unfortunately, for her, she had an  
       incident with another dog in her home and in November, 2012, had to be returned to the 
       kennel.  That incident along with her manners at the kennel had instilled fear in some  
       volunteers, so Gracie spent less time outside the kennel and more time inside.   
       After my first pack walk with Gracie, I decided to make her my pet project and dedicate  
      myself to learning everything I could about her so I could help her.  I have learned what she 
      likes as well as what she does not like.  She loves water, I mean really LOVES it.  I have 

never seen a dog dance in the water, but she does and it is quite comical.  She loves grass.  She does the slow roll, snout first, then full 
body fall and roll around in the grass, seeming to feel every single blade she rolls over.  She loves to be touched and rolls right over for 
belly rubs.  She has no problems with getting her coat brushed or with brushing her teeth or trimming her nails.  And as a thank you for 
anything you do for her, she gives big fat sloppy kisses.  

In the short time I’ve known her, her fears seem to stem from human behavior.  She does not like to be rushed at by people and seems 
to be threatened at being stared down upon.   I have found that approaching Gracie has to be on her terms and is most successful with 
a treat.   She does not like hands shoved in her face or pets on the head from strangers.  Coming to her from under her chin or letting 
her make the first move is the secret to a successful meeting.  She does not like loud or high-pitched noises and does not appreciate 
being left alone in the car, even for a minute.    She takes correction very well and that is why I believe her fears can be overcome.  
Thanks to the many volunteers at EHR who have helped me by meeting Gracie her way... I believe her confidence is  
building and she is becoming less fearful.  I am dedicated to continuing to help her build that confidence and find 
 her furever home.    

Why did I choose Gracie as my pet project?  I don’t think I did, I think she chose me and I feel very lucky that she  
Log onto www.ehrdogs.org and find out how you can help a special needs kennel kid at Eleventh Hour Rescue.   
You won’t regret it and it will give your Pet Project the opportunity to find you, like mine found me.	  	  

The importance of the Pet Project program is a subject close to my heart.  I am blessed to have  
Miss Anja devote her time to me, and her attention, training and love has not only helped me grow  
but has also given me a sense of family.  Plus, I love my blinged out accessories!  In this issue we  
can hear from the lovely Anne Parsons what being a pet Project person means to her.   

           Yours Truly, Foxy Roxy 



Learning to Speak Canine 
WHEN WE’RE RELAXED 
Standing erect on four legs; 
Tail hanging down (or in some breeds, curled upward) & wagging in a slow, sweeping motion; 
Mouth open, tongue out, gentle panting (but not due to heat or stress); 
Ears erect and facing forward; 
Eyes with small pupils, no whites showing; 
Looking around, taking an interest in our surroundings. 

WHEN WE WANT TO PLAY 
Rump raised, front of the body lowered, front knees bent, head forward. 
Tail raised high and waving anxiously.  Jumping around. 
Mouth open, tongue out, ears perked up and alert. 
Eyes wide open, darting around in anticipation, pupils dilated. 
NOTE We also acquire this stance as an apology or peace offering  
if we think you’re mad at us  

WHEN WE’RE NERVOUS OR ANXIOUS 
Body bent forward, head down; 
Tail down and limp. 
Tongue extended forward or licking our nose (we may also be panting a lot).  
Eyes avoiding looking directly at anything, pupils dilated. 

WHEN WE’RE SCARED 
Body crouched low, back arched, rump and head lowered. 
We may be hiding, backing away, shivering or trembling. 
tail down and twitching or between the legs. 
Mouth closed, lips possibly curled, ears down or laid back. 
Eyes fixed on the thing scaring us, whites of the eyes showing. 

WHEN WE ARE AGGRESSIVE 
Directly facing our opponent. 
Body in a forward lurching position, head tilted forward, hackles raised. 
Tail straight down and tensed or tucked under his legs. 
Mouth snarling, lips curled, teeth exposed. Growling. Ears back. 
Eyes narrowed, staring at opponent, pupils dilated. 

WHEN WE ARE FEELING SUBMISSIVE 
Crouching, knees bent, front paw raised, rump lowered, head down. 
Tail between the legs. 
Mouth open slightly, tongue dipping out slightly—we may lick the face of the  
dominant dog. 
Ears folded back, eyes looking away, brief and indirect eye contact with dominant dog or person. 
In instances of total submission, a dog will lay on our backs exposing our stomach, legs folded and eyes closed. 

We kennel kids are always so happy to see 
you and want to make sure we’re on our best 
behavior so that you’ll want to keep  
coming back!  But sometimes, we have things 
going on with us that may affect our mood, 
and as much as we love you we  
can’t promise that we will always be good .  
To help you understand us better we have our 
very own body language that  
shows what we are feeling and thinking (they 
say we got these traits from wolves, and quite 
frankly I’m tired of them getting 
the credit for everything we do…but that’s 
another story).  Anyway…Take a look below 
and learn how to speak canine! 

I included a helpful illustration on the next 
page (let’s see a wolf do that)!  Thanks for 
stopping by.  Come up and see me sometime!  
Love, Lou 
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EYE CONTACT 
Our natural instinct is to look away from another dog's eyes to avoid  
challenging them. A stare is a challenge, and a fairly rude one at that. We naturally 
tend to look away from you unless we’re challenging you or have  
been trained to do so. If you stare at us, whether you intend to or not we view  
it as confrontational. A dominant dog like me will stare back, growl, and  
possibly escalate aggressive behavior until the other party backs down. 

So what should you do? There are two schools of thought.  Some might say, 
"Never look a Rottweiler in the eye." Others say, "Always look a Rotti in the eye.” 
The former group is telling you that you always have to be a Rottweiler's boss, and 
the latter that you should never challenge a Rottweiler. Both have a point, 
depending on the individual dog and the circumstances, but the safest thing to do 
is blend both pieces of advice: Avoid looking directly into our eyes and instead look 
at the tip of our ear. That way you can look at us without issuing a challenge. 

HEAD AND NECK POSITION 
If a dog holds his head up high, he is confident and perhaps challenging. If he 
holds his head low, he is deferring, fearful or depressed. A dog will read your head 
and neck carriage the same way. If you approach us with your head in an upright 
position, even if you are above our head, we may interpret this appearance as 
challenging. In extreme cases, we may start to growl and act threateningly. 
However, if you approach us with your head bowed, there is a good chance that 
we’ll recognize your body language as submissive, perhaps even as soliciting play. 

STAY CALM — EVEN IF YOU’RE NOT 
When people are afraid of a dog, their instinct often is to fling their arms up in the 
air, stand on tiptoes, jump back, squeal and attempt to run away. But even friendly 
dogs may be intrigued or excited by this behavior, because fast, erratic movements 
of this sort resemble the way our prey would act. To us, this reaction looks like a 
game, and we’re likely to jump up, get mouthy or give chase. In rare scenarios 
where the encounter is aggressive in nature, the aggression can escalate with 
these types of movements.  It’s much better to freeze in place, avoid eye contact 
and turn your head slightly away. Stay still and fold your arms into your chest if  

You can talk to us for hours; tell us 
your problems, your secrets and your 
triumphs.  Don’t get me wrong, we are 
grateful for the attention but let’s be 
clear…we won't understand a word 
your saying (except for the lovely Miss 
Nicole…I understand everything she 
says) . Your expressions and 
movements, however, speak volumes to 
us. Sure, we can learn a few 
commands like “sit”,  “stay” (and in my 
case “leave it”), but that’s only because 
we associate it with an action.    

That we are astute in reading body 
language should come as no surprise 
since, as pack members that’s how 
communicate with each other.  In the 
previous article Lou told you how to 
read us, but now I want to let you 
know how we read you.  Love, Blaze 

What Your Body Language Says to Us 

needed . If you do move, use slow, fluid movements to back away from the dog, to deter chasing. And remember to breathe! 
Relaxed breathing communicates that you are calm; holding your breath may tell us you’re tense and about to react. 

INTERFERENCES AROUND THE HEAD 
The muzzle and nape of the neck are sensitive areas for us dogs.  That’s where our mother would deliver messages of  
chastisement and authority. Even when we grow up we remember this early mode of communication and may retain  
sensitivity regarding interferences in these areas. In dogfights, most of the action is directed toward the head. Muzzle-  
or scruff-grabbing are favorite fight moves. When humans come along and grab us by the muzzle or scruff they are 
 asking for trouble. Whether they get it or not depends on their perceived level of authority.  



KONG TOYS 
When starting dogs out on these toys, make it fairly easy for them to get their food reward by filling the toy 
with kibble and topping it with wet food. As dogs get the concept of the Kong, make it harder to remove  
the food by mixing the wet and dry food together and then stuffing the Kong.  
Make Your Own! 
Substitute the Kong toy with an old marrow bone. Stuff it in the same way as you would a Kong and  
freeze it for a fun treat. Securing equal treatment and opportunity for “pit bull” dogs 

TUG-A-JUG 
Premiere makes a number of different food toys, but the Tug-a-Jug is an kennel favorite. Fill it  
with kibble or treats and watch us pups pull on the tug toy to get our meal out of the jug! Other  
great toys from Premiere include Kibble Nibble, Bouncy Bone and many of the other products in the 
Busy Buddy line. 
Make Your Own! 
Take a juice bottle with a wide mouth and drill a hole into the bottom of it for your tug toy. Use  
the capped end to fill it with kibble and treats. 

LINKABLES Another fun toy that is a very good for mental stimulation as dogs never knows  
which hole will deliver the treat. You can change the shape and  use as many or as few pieces 
as you like, so the toy is constantly different and changing, keeping the dog interested longer. 
Make Your Own! 
Go to the plumbing section of a hardware store and get PVC pipe. Make sure you purchase  
some elbow joints and ends. Put them together in different shapes, capping the end and  
drilling some  holes in the sides where treats are able to fit through. This is a nice rugged toy  
that will last a lifetime! 

KOOL DOGZ ICE TREAT MAKER 
The Kool Dogz Ice Treat Maker comes with some toys to freeze as well as a recipe and  
instructions on how to create the perfect treat to keep dogs busy, refreshed and interested 
for hours. This is not only a great form of enrichment but is especially useful on a hot day,  
providing your pooch with relief from the heat. Fill this treat with both food and toys and  
other chews, which will provide endless entertainment as your dog uncovers each surprise  
and frees it from the ice. 
Make Your Own! 
Use a water bucker or whatever you have that you can fill and freeze.  Line the bucket  
with wet food, peanut butter, or ever cream cheese – whatever will get dogs interested in  
licking the ice and beginning to uncover the other treats. Put kibble, treats and your dog’s  
favorite toys in the bucket and add a chain, rope or cord for easy hanging. Stick it in the 
 freezer overnight, then remove, hang and watch dogs enjoy their new treat! 

We Kennel Kids know how hard you all work to keep us entertained and active.  Being in a run all  
day is tedious and can make us very anxious.  Below are some fun toy ideas for your kennel enrichment program.   
And because I hear that dog stuff is expensive, you can bring out your inner Martha Steward or Bob Villa and make your 
own that are just as good!  Thanks for helping us…Love, Mocha xo 







Have questions? Want to sign up for activities or attend a class?  
Contact Nicole or Anja (the Doggie Divas) at doggiedivas@ymail.com, 

ANSWERS ACROSS:   ANSWERS DOWN 
1) BISCUIT 5) BARRETT  1) BRETT 4) BLAZE 
3) NOBLE 7) CHER  2)SKY  6) THOR 

    
    

Name the Kennel Kid… 




